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  ATLANTA - There are few ways to learn that  

a 2-3 record can be better than being 6-0,  

but the Suns discovered one Sunday. 

 

The Atlanta Hawks had built their unbeaten  

record against potential NBA draft lottery  

teams. But the Suns came in battle-tested, as  

they had been beat up by four West playoff  

teams and had played a double-overtime,  

gut-check game. 

 

 |  

 

Taking on a team with a 14-game home win  

streak did not seem daunting. Losing an 18- 

point lead to have the score tied four times  

down the stretch was not unnerving. Finding  

chemistry six games into the season was not  

impossible. 

 

With their best offensive showing coinciding  

with Steve Nash's first double-digit assist  

game, the Suns won 118-114 at Atlanta after  

Channing Frye hit a go-ahead, turnaround  

bank shot with 24.2 seconds left and Joe  

Johnson's 34-point performance ended with  

a missed runner. 

 

The Suns shot 55.6 percent from the field,  

their first game of 50 percent shooting.  

Nash posted 19 points and 15 assists and  

secured the victory with four free throws. It  

was Nash's 20th game with at least 15  

assists and two or fewer turnovers since  

 2004, and it came at a time when those  

moments looked to be weeks away for a team  

searching for itself. 

 

"Cohesion and understanding is getting inch  

by inch better," Nash said. "It makes the  

game easier." 

 

With the Hawks missing their small forwards,  

Marvin Williams and Maurice Evans, because  

of injuries, their defensive switching was less  

effective. Nash found the mismatches,  

including the many times he wound up one  

on one with big man Al Horford. 

 

For Frye's go-ahead shot, the Suns ran a  

play that got guard Mike Bibby to switch onto  

him. Earlier, Frye had failed to score in the  

post against guard Jeff Teague, but he  

scored this time. Hel also made two 3- 

pointers in a game for the first time this  

season. 

 

"I'm going to the right hand, and I'm not  

shooting a left-hand hook for the game,"  

Frye said. "I was going to put it off the glass  

regardless, because I saw Josh Smith was  

down there. He was going to go after that  

shot." 
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 The scenario set up a flashback for the Suns,  

who were beat here last season by a long  

Jamal Crawford 3 at the buzzer. 

 

"I denied him all the way to half-court," Suns  

forward Grant Hill said. "I was thinking, 'He is  

not catching this ball.' " 

 

The Suns had not recorded two 30-point  

quarters in a game but did so in Sunday's  

first half, in which they made six 3s. Atlanta  

missed its first 12 3s but then hit six in a  

row to rally from an 18-point deficit to tie  

the score in the third quarter. 

 

Phoenix never trailed after the first quarter,  

using a 46-19 bench scoring advantage and  

staving off the Hawks four times after they  

had tied the score. Suns reserves are  

averaging 40.5 points per game, a 14-point  

increase from the first six games last  

season. 

 

"This was probably the best team game we've  

had, sticking with it through thick and thin,"  

Frye said. "We're getting better trust-wise." 

 
 Suns report 

 
 Key player: Steve Nash had 15 assists and  

two turnovers after he entered the game  

averaging 7.2 and 5.6, respectively. 

 

Key moment: After Atlanta tied the score on  

four consecutive possessions, Channing  

Frye made a turnaround bank shot out of the  

post against Mike Bibby to put the Suns  

ahead for good with 24.4 seconds to go. 

 

Key number: 55.6. The Suns' field-goal  

percentage, their first 50-plus performance  

in six games. 

 
 View from the press box 

 In key moments Friday against Memphis,  

Suns coach Alvin Gentry stuck with his  

lineup, and Mike Conley scored on drives  

against Steve Nash at the end of regulation  

and the first overtime. With a lead to protect  

in Sunday's final seconds, Gentry went  

offense-defense with Josh Childress, Hakim  

Warrick and Jared Dudley subbing in for  

Nash, Hedo Turkoglu and Channing Frye on  

defense. It made the Suns longer and more  

able to switch on screens. 
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